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new president in the person of Abbot Michael. The teaching de-
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partment has also undergone many changes. Along with these
changes the student body itself has experienced an intellectual
progression. We, the senior class, feel that while enjoying our last
years of adolescence we have begun to feel the first responsibilities
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of adulthood; that as we reach this adulthood we take on a new
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outlook on life; and that with this newly acquired maturity we
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will be better equipped to meet the problems of the future. We
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hope that as you page through this book you will conceive this
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transition as we have tried to present it.
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Fr. Placidus, director of
the brothers, and the brothers pray office.

The Benedictine Brotherhood is devoted
to the hidden but necessary tasks in a monastery. These men, led on by the desire to
serve God, take simple and perpetual vows
to the same religious superior, but do not
continue on to the priesthood. They dedicate their lives to God through the manual
and menial services they render in the
monastery.

Brothers John, Henry, Michael, and Louis
provide us with milk and beef.

We the Seniors of 1958, in deep appreciation and in hum-

ble gratitude for their unceasing labors in our behalf,
proudly dedicate the 1958 PAX to the Brothers of Subiaco
Abbey. While performing their rugged tasks in simple obedience they have been a constant inspiration which we will
never forget. We hat•e also learned from their example
that sacrifice is the essence of happiness.
Brother Thomas the porter, and his favorite guest.
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Alumni Hall, the classroom building, backed by the main
building.
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A few miles east of Paris, Arkansas, a
small town located in the northwestern
part of the state, one of the first sights you
will encounter is that of Subiaco Academy.
Located on a gradual incline, a few mile_s
distant from the scenic foothills of the
Ouchita mountain range, the Academy
gives off a rather medieval and commanding appearance. Upon drawing closer, you
will notice that the Academy, besides being
light monastic design, blends colorfully
within itself and its natural surroundings.

Brother
laundry.
The brothers say the div;ne office in English in
their combination recreation room and oratory,
beginning at 4:45 a.m. Others, the milking brothers, begin with mass at 4:30. After an early breakfast, the brothers find their ways to the carpenter
shop, boiler room, machine room, or the farm,
while others continue the never ending tasks of
sweeping floors washing windows, or peeling potatoes.
Three more times throughout the day do the
brothers gather in the oratory to refresh tired
minds with the spiritual thoughts of the office.
Two common recreation periods break the tedium
of prayer and work-until with the last Deo Gratias at 8:30 p.m. said, the Brothers retire to their
cells for a well earned rest.
-6-

Subiaco Abbey and Academy
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The Academy consists of three buildings,
the main building, Alumni Hall, and Anthony Hall.
The main building, being built on the
principle of a square with inner courtyard,
serves three purposes, that of Monastery,
Seminary, and Academy. The monastic life
is situated upon the east side of the building, the seminary on the third floor, and
the Academy occupies the rest of the building, the entire west side,

---

Fifty yards west of the main building
lies Alumni Hall--<:ompleted in 1952-a
building of rather modern design containing fourteen classrooms. The Academy students attend classes within this buildin_g.
Directly behind Alumni Hall is Anthony
Hall. This building is the gym. Many activities, such as basketball games, pep rallies,
assemblies, dances and graduation exercises are held here.
All in all, the Academy of Subiaco is of
noticeable architectural design. It is within
these buildings that students, both past and
present, attach many fond and traditional
memories.
Anthony Hall, the gymnasium.

The students attend 6:30 Mass.

The chapel, located in the basement, is in use every morning by
the students who attend Mass and
Holy Communion. Confessions are
heard every morning, except on
Sundays, by the students' spiritual
director, Fr. Benedict, and his assistant, Fr. Stephen. During Lent, stations are attended by all who care to
attend. Benediction is held for the
students on every Sunday throughout the school year. The chapel is
always open for those who find it
necessary to seek guidance and consolation throughout the day.

Dinner does not come too
soon for Tom Sanders and
Bob Winter.

Stickney hits the bulls-eye
in the recreation hall.

Three times a day the students file into
the large dining hall on the basement floor
of the main building, where they are served
home style food. Sitting six to a table, the
students use the period for a compatible
exchange of ideas and events.

Ardemagni throws a pass in touch football.
The Academy provides, besides the recreation hall where the boys enjoy a friendly game of
cards or ping pong, the tennis courts, baseball diamond, football field, and gymnasium for a

1fle

wholesome and varied activities program. Horseshoes and volley ball also find ardent devotees.

Hanlon and Haugh mix it
up before lights out.

1fle
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Studied
Study hall is the basis of the Academy
students' scholastic life. Four periods daily,
held in the main study hall on the first
floor, provide the boys with ample time
for all assignments. Checking out for the
library is permitted during the 11:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. periods.

Tommy May studies in his
private room.

At eight-thirty, having been dismissed
from study hall, the
students wander to
two dormitories: the
freshmen and sophomores to the fourth
floor, juniors and seniors to the third floor.
Occasionally, a movie
keeps the students up
until ten o'clock as also television on Friday and Saturday
nights.
Poelvoorde tells a big one
in the dorm.

Steµ

Father Felix gets across
his point in Religion II.

Father Stephen
explains the use
of the preposition
in English II .

All students entering Subiaco
Academy as freshmen take certain
subjects which are not optionaL
These subjects, often called the disciplines by modern educators are
English, Algebra, Geometry Religion, and History.

.,,

Father Matthew helps Bill Maus find his mistake in trigonometry.

Father Robert drills on the fundamentals of algebra.

These subjects are considered necessary
because they increase the student's ability
to master the language arts, to better his
reasoning ability, and to acquaint him with
the culture of our civilization.
~he library is the mecca of a liberal education. Busy reference hooks mean increased knowledge.

The scientific department is a must for
all Subiaco students. Government officials
insist that more students specialize in
science, however, it is thought here that every student must take at least one laboratory science, not only that, the student who
is to major in this subject in college might
have a taste of it, but also that the noncollegate student might be an informed citizen throughout life in regard to scientific
developments.

-H-

The commercial course of Subiaco
Academy helps many young _men
~ho wish to enter the business
world whether it be through the
do<>rs 'of a father's e~tablishment or
the portals of a umvers1ty.

Mr. Maus helps these young men
solve the mysteries of an incometax form.

Fr._ Gabriel keeps up a fluent flow of
Spanish concerning the feasibility of a free
day.

The classical courses of the Academv are
designed for those who wish to seek degree in a Liberal Arts College. Following
the traditional language, rhetoric, and mathematical courses, most of the young men
who follow these courses are those who
wish to continue for the priesthood here al
the Abbey seminary.

a

This course, which includes bookkeeping, business law and arithmetic, typing, and economics, also
aids in the practical matters of daily
life, be it a business transaction, involving the buying of a car, or keeping the family budget.

Fr. Placidus pauses to review the problem considered.

The second-year typing class will find .
this subject helpful in college.

Fr. Benedict finds the going rough in Cicero.
Fr. Bartholomew keeps his class busy
in mechanical drawin,:.
-14-
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September can best be described as a
time of excitment, anticipation, and mixed

emotions. For the returning students it
held the joy of seeing old classmates and
getting back in the swi ng of things. For
the new students it was high•lighted by
:1.djustment to Academy life
and meeting new friends.
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Many events have highlighted the 1957-1958
school year. Some happy, some sad. Herein, we have
selected the outstanding memories which shall be
cherished by the students who lived them.
- 16--
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The excitement of the opening days of
school was saddened by the death of the
President of the Academy, Abbot Paul M.
Nahlen, who died on August the 31st, after
a prolonged illness of a year.

A brief interlude in the strained tension
caused by the heavy and intense practice
for the early September football games

Coach Vernon and his
two children confer with
Santa Claus concerning
the coming feast.
T ro1an royalty at home:oming game. L. to r. ·
Maid Miss Cocky Schaeffer, Maid Miss Mary Beth
Jasper, Maid Miss Betty
Bercher, Queen Miss
Leona Schwartz, Ma,d
Marilyn Adams. Maid
Miss Mary Ellen Riable,
Maid Miss Joan Fox.

•

Academy stu den ts
en1oying dance at
St Scholast,ca

The queen and her maids, students
The eager ant1c1pat,on of the stu- of St. Scholast,ca Academy were •• - 0""'-"''
dents for the annual social event, chosen by the the football squ~d bv a
of the football season was only popularity election
·
heightened by the postponement of
homecoming until the RussellvilleSubiaco game
After a hard fought victory, the
team and the students entered the
decorated gym to dance till the late
hour of 11
Another of the faculty to be
cal led to his reward this year
was Fr V1anney Stocker, teacher of Algebra and Speech. who
died of a heart attack while attending his mission of Barling
Swing from the somber occasion of Fr V,anney's death,
the Abbey went all out to celebrate the blessing of Abbot Michael Lensing, who was elected
September 23. Many d1gn;taries
attended from all over the United States, and, of course, many
of the former facultv members
returned to the Abbey for this
Joyful occasion. The students,
seemingly neglected. rendered
invaluable assistance to the
priests who prepared the Academy for this grand occasion

Everyone lines up for refreshments following entertainment at the Christmas party .
December and January were two contrasting months During December most of the spare time
Nas used by dreaming of the vacation to come. January, however, was devoted to the readjustment
to routine and at the same time seeking diversions from 1t D1vers1ons were provided by a Student
Retreat and a dance at St. Scholast1ca
Coach Maus presents Bill Poat with his letter
Fr. Benedict talks with Fr Joseph Buhler,
sweater for football.
student Retreat Master

One of the streets
in Rockaway Beach
where the Seniors
went for their senior
outing.

Seniors
boat ride
away .

A red Jetter day in the time between Christmas and Easter was the
reception of semester grades. For
some they indicated success- for
others, passed opportunities
Two inches of that rare southern
element, snow, created much fun .
Formals, ties, flowers, and a Jive
band made the Valentine dance a
gilded social event of the season.

May is the month
of seniors. For the
rest of the students,
it means the completion of another school
term and the promise
of three months away
from studies. The seniors long-remembered
excursion of Rockaway Beach, Mo., for
a three-day vacation
is only dimmed by the
nostalgia of commencement daJ .

Rhem, Walters, and Hum look at Walters
report card.

I Seniors

marching

Iinto Anthony Hall for

commencement exercises.

Mr. Bryant helps
Margie load his luggage for the summer
vacation.

Leo A. Anhalt
Anthony R. Abernethy
Anthony Abernethy enrolled
at Subiaco as a junior. uAb"
walks the few hundred yards
from his home to Alumni
Hall for daily classes. Tony
hopes to attend Arkansas
Poly Tech at Russellville
next fall.

Class officers: George Lensing, Secretary-Treasurer; Pete
Golwas, President; Lester Pugsley, Vice-president.

Lester A. Pugsley

Peter G. Golwas
Peter Golwas completed his
entire high school education
at the Academy. He has lettered in Football, Track, and
Baseball. Pete is the Presiden of the Senior Class, a
member of the Sodality and
"S" Club, and Sports co-editor of the PAX. Annapolis is
Pete's goal for next year.

-22-

Leo Anhalt has traveled to
Subiaco from Shoal Creek,
Arkansas for his four years
of high school. Leo plays
baseball and is an active
member of the local C. Y. 0.
and 4-H clubs. Leo plans to
be a television technician after college.

Tom Shannon thought to be the
"best-looking" of his class, gazes into the inner court.

George S. Lensing
Paul N. Atkins

Lester Pugsley of Knobel,
Arkansas, came to Subiaco
as a freshman. He is the viceprefect of the Sodality, coeditor of sports for the PAX,
and vice-president of the
Senior class. He earned his
membership to the "S" Club
by lettering in Football, Basketball, and Track. He plans
to get his M.D. from Dayton

u.

George S. Lensing, Jr. will
return to Lake Providence,
Louisiana after graduation.
"General" is the Prefect of
the Sodality, Editor of the
Periscope and Treasurer of
the Senior Class. George is
hoping to go into journalism
as a career.

Franklin D. Ardemagni
Franklin Ardemagni came to
the Academy this year as a
senior from Tontitown, Arkansas. "Ardie" plans to play
baseball this year. Known
for his quiet demeanor but
J:)lcasant personality, Franklin plans lo work for the Daisey Air Rifle Co. after graduation.

Paul N. Atkins m likes to
think that he is Tulsa's gift
to Subiaco. Beneath this
good-natured self-esteem, we
find the mature determination of "Bugsey" to become a
doctor and settle down in
Tulsa. He has been active in
Boxing and Golf.

-23-

Hugh Britt, springing from
Monroe, Louisiana, has been
very active sports wise in his
two years at Subiaco, gaining
his membership in the "S"
Club by his participation in
Football, Baseball, and Basketball. "Arch" was a member of the Sodality also.
Hugh plans to attend Arkansas U. next fall.

Regis Patrick Griesemer, a
late-comer, arrived from
Springfield, Mo. as a Junior.
He lettered in Basketball,
and is a member of the 100
mile Club. "Rage" plans to
enter the Air Force this summer.

Jacobs T. Bradford

Frank Furstenberg commuted daily from Paris to Subiaco for his four years of high
school Frank is a member of
the "S" club, earning his letter in Football. Future plans
for Frank include the Navy.

Hugh A. Britt

Pine Bluff, Arkansas is the
home of Jacobs Bradford
who has attended the Academy for three years. He is a
member of the "S" Club
earning his letters in Football and Track. Jay also completed his 100 miles this
spring. "Ole Miss" is the
place of Jay's further education.

Regis P . Griesemer

William Elsken, a day student from Paris, Arkansas,
has attended Subiaco, in the
footsteps of his father, for his
en tire high school education.
Little Bill" was a cheerleader and is an active member of the St. Joseph's C.Y.O.
Bill plans to become a lawyer.

Joseph A. Guanella is another Little Rock boy. He
came to Subiaco in 1954 and
since has been in the Sodality and has earned his membership in the "S" Club by
lettering two years in Basketball. Joe has no definite
plans for the future.

11

Stanley T. Brown

William F. Elsken

St. Benedict's Parish, Subiaco, is the home of Stanley
Brown. Stan is treasurer of
St. Joseph's C.Y.O. He thinks
that farming will be his vocation in life.

George Lensing, voted "Most Studious
Senior," seeks aid of reference book in
Academy library.

Dennis Kennedy has participated in Football, Baseball,
and Tennis during his two
years at the Academy.
"Nails" is a member of the
100-mile club and is class
editor on the PAX. Dennis
plans to study petroleum engineering.

Donald J. Eveld

Altus, Arkansas is the home
of Donald Eveld. He came to
Subiaco as a sophomore. A
solid and quiet person, familiar to all who frequented the
check room, "Evil" earned
his membership to the "S"
Club by being a consistent
left-fielder on the Baseball
team.

Joseph A. Guanella

Michael L. Johnson

Michael Lewis Johnson arrived at Subiaco in 1954 from
Hot Springs as a freshman.
During his four years at the
Academy Mike has been active in the Sodality, and
Baseball managing his
junior year. Mike plans to
join the Air Force after graduation.

John D. Kennedy

1

Eugene B. Knittig

Gilbert L. Koch

Eugene Knittig has made the
trip from Morrison's Bluff to
Subiaco for four years.
"Gene" is undecided as to
what his career will be.

James E. Kock

Gilbert Koch plans to own a
big farm near Shoal Creek,
his home town. Gilbert has
commuted from there to
Subiaco for the last four
years.

James Koch, also a day student from Shoal Creek, has
been active in baseball and
the 4-H Club. J ames loves
farm work and plans to make
it his life work.

Joe Koehler, "Most Athletic Senior,"

Herbert J. Lause
Herbert Lause came to Subiaco in 1954 as a freshman .
"Beanie" has been active in
scouting, basketball, and th e
Sodality. Herbie will attend
Washington U., St. Loms,
next fall with a maior ID
architecture.

throws touchdown pass.

Laurence J. Lipsmeyer
The tallest senior, Larry
Lipsmeycr, traveled the llO
miles from Little Rock to
Subiaco. Larry's height h_as
aided him in making All-DJStrict two years straight on
the Basketball team. He has
lettered three years in Baseball and is an active member
of the Sodality. "Lips" plans
to attend Little Rock U.

Joseph A. Koehler
Joseph A. Koehler, having
his roots in North Little
Rock, Arkansas, came to
Subiaco in 1955 and has been
outstanding in sports, hunting, and leadership. He has
lettered in Football, Basketball, and Track. He belongs
to the Sodality, as Treasurer,
Explorer Post, Rifle Club
and 100 mile Club. Joe has
no definite plans as yet.

Sexton G. Orms
Sexton Orms came to Subiaco in 1954 as a freshman
from Dallas, Texas. Sexton
has been out for track for
four years. He plans to attend Arkansas U. next fall.

Albert J. Parker

John P. Lampe

Albert Parker is completing
his third year away from
J1vme, Toledo, Ohio. Beri, a

A move from Vernon, Texas, to Scranton, Arkansas,
brought John Lampe to Subiaco as a freshman. John
plans to join the Navy next
fall.

m~mber of lhe Sociality, has
been extremely aclive in
such school acitvities and
projects as stage construction, pep 1allil:s, and the tr0;diliona·1 Home-coming activities.

Thomas E. May
Thomas May, a student of the
Academy for three years,
comes from Odessa, Texas.
Tom earned his membership
in the "S" Club through participation in Football and
Track. Tom is an active
member in the Sodality and
Scouts. He plans to specialize
in electronics.

Frank J . Sprick
Frank J. Sprick, a quiet, easy-going senior, has spent his
entire life in Subiaco. Frank
has been a great help to the
Periscope by spending many
hours in the print shop. He
plans to beco~e a linotype
operator in the near future.

I

Cyril A. Post

From Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
hails Cyril P05t. He came as
a freshman and has been active in the Sodality and on
the Tennis team. After graduatoin Cyril plans to study
architecture.

Richard L. Roark
Rirhard Roark emanates
from Water Valley, Mississippi. Richard, a devotee of
the finer arts, was often
found in his room listening
to classical records or discussing the meri ts of Hi-Fi.
'Rich ie" plans to attend St.
Mary's University to major
either in medicine or music.

Leo A. Terbieten
Another of Ft. Smith's Terbieten 's, Leo Terbieten, came
to Subiaco as a freshman.
Leo is a member of the Sodality and was Sports Editor
for the Periscope. A college
education is ahead for Leo.

"Red" Zeiler plays cards in rec hall.

Robert M. Winter of Jone~boro Arkansas came to Subiaco ~ a sophomore. Bob had
his sports ambition cut
short in baseball and basketball by injuries, however, _he
has served on the .Sodaht_y
and C. y_ O. This year he IS
the editor of the PAX- Wi th
a c. P. A. as his goal Bob will
attend Arkansas State College next fall.
Robert M. Winter
Thomas D. Sanders
Thomas Sanders calls Oklahoma City home. In his two
years at the Academy, '!'om
spends a good dL:al ul his leisure time on the J<'ootball,
Basketball and Baseball
fields. He is a member of the
"S" C)ub, Sociality, and has
been a sports writer for the
Periscope. Tom plans to attend Oklahoma University
for law.

Cletus B. Schmitz
Cletus Schmitz, a day student from Paris, Arkansas,
has been a student at Subiaco since his freshman year.
Cletus plans to attend Arkansas U.

Thomas J. Shannon
Thomas Shannon, who comes
from Venezuela, South America, is attending the
Academy for his third year.
Tom, a member of the "S"
Club has lettered in Football,
and Track. Tom plans to
study dentistry al Arkansas
U. next year.

Verona, Missouri is the birth
place and home of Robert
Zang. "Robbie" has lettered
in boxing and football. He
will attend St. Louis U. next
semester.
Henry R. Zang

John Zeiler came to Subiaco
from North Little Rock as a
freshman in 1954. "Red" has
participated in the four major sports of Basketball, Football, Track, and Boxing. He
is a member of the Sociality
and "S" Club. This year he
served as the activities editor
of the PAX. John plans to attend Arkansas University.
John H. Zeiler

Regis Griesemer, considered the "Wittiest" Senior, reads newspaper and cracks
jokes as Lanpher, Olsen, Bradford1 Koehler, Atkins, and Britt form his audience.

Subiaco Academy encourages every young man to
grow to the full ·nse of his bodily powers and capabilities. lt recognizes physical maturity, bodily coordination governed by right-reason, by awarding to

Francisco Trevino

Ram iro Villanueva

Antonio Villarreal

Every year from south of the border, there arrives at Subiaco two or three students from
Mexico. These students, graduates of the Mexican equivalent of American high school, come north
primarily for instruction and practice in the English language. This knowledge, along with the insight into American customs and habits, prepares them for future university or business transactions.

the student ioho is not only proficient in sports but
. a 1so a gen«
"eman on a11,d off the campus with one

is

of the most sought after awards of the Academy, T he
Conry Athletic Trophy.

-30--
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P ete Golwas

Coach Maus supervises practice.

Senior -

End

Two-year letterman

North Li ttle Rock
Subiaco

Bottom to top, L. to R., first row: J. Martini, L. Scott, J. Lanpher, D. Gorrell, R. Cook, S. Feldman,
Second row: K Wheeler, E. Neum~ier, D. Ruelle, J . Zeiler, D. Kennedy, T. Atkins, T. Sanders, T.
Shannon, J. Just, Coach Vernon. Third row: Coach Maus, J. Prohm, M. Shannon, L. Pugsley, F. Furstenberg, P. Golwas, J. Koehler, D. Duch, M. Bryant, W. Poat, Father Harold. Fourth row: J . Bradford, B. Maus, R. Walker, H. Britt, T. May, R. Cowie, J. Wood, R. Snider, J. Atkins.

Lack of seasoned veterans and an unreasonable amount of injuries hindered the
Trojans' 1957 bid for a successful season.
At one time or another, nearly every member of the starting eleven was on the injured list, resulting in a 3-6 season's record.
Throughout the season, however, the
Trojans showed signs of a potential greatness and promise of success for the future.
Assisting Coach Maus this season was
Jerry Vernon, alumnus and former Trojan
player.

Father Harold Coach Maus, and Coach
Vernon.
·

27
6

The Troians began therr 1957 football
campaign with the traditwnal clash with
North Little Rock.
.
The N.L.R. Wildcats, always a h1~hly
touted rival, struck too fast for the Troians.
The Cats made three touchdowns m the
first few minutes of the game to be off to
a 19-0 lead before the Trojans could get
into the ball game.
After this scoring spree, however, . the
game was played on even terms. Subrnco
and North Little Rock made a touchdown
apiece during the remainder of the game.
Bright spot in the Subiaco attack were
the passes of Zeiler and the fine play of
the Trojan forward wall.
Jack Atkins
Joe Koehler
Senior - Tackle
Senior - End
Two-year letterman
Two-year letterman

Les Pugsley

Senior -

R. Halfback
Two-year letterman

Subiaco

25

Mena

19

Subiaco traveled to Mena to meet another annual foe, the Mena Bearacts.
After a game that was har d fought by
both teams, the Trojans emerged on the
long end of a 25-19 score. Subiaco scores
came on two touchdowns by Pete Golwas
and one apiece by Joe Koeheler and Dwight
Ruelle.
Mena's fighting spirit was a constant
threat to the Trojans.
Outstanding in line play were Hugh Britt
and Bob Cowie.

Tom Shannon
Senior - Halfback
One-year letterman

Senior -

Senior-End

Fayetteville
Subiaco

25
6

The Trojans journeyed to the home of the
Fayetteville Bulldogs for their first dis__:
trict game.
In several recent years the Trojans had
been able to maintain narrow leads over
the Bulldogs for victories. Due to injuries,
however, the Subiacans were unable to do
it this season.
Again the rivals got off to a fast start by
gaining a 13-0 lead in the first quarter.
Again also, the Trojans played the remainder of the game on fairly even terms.
Standouts were Jerry Just, Tom Atkins,
and Tom May.

Tackle

One-year letterman

One-year letterman

Fort Smith
Subiaco

20
6

Fort Smith was the scene of the next
game for the Trojans. It was the second encounter with a "Big Eight" power.
For the first half it appeared as if the
Trojans were on their way to a victory.
During the next two periods, however, long
gains set up Grizzly touchdowns and penalties hindered Subiaco efforts. After the
final gun the Trojans were at the tail end
of a 20-6 score.
Koehler, Walker, and Zeiler all played
a fine game, both on offense and defense.

Harrison

19

Rogers

7

Subiaco

0

Subiaco

6

Despite a magnificent 65 yard touchdown
run by Lester Pugsley, the Homecoming
determination of the Rogers Mountaineers
outdid the Trojans by a 7-6 victory.
Twice the Mountaineers moved to within
the Subiaco ten yard line and twice the
Trojan forward wall held. The half ended
in a scoreless tie.
Fumbles helped the Mountaineers after
the half. The game ended in a decision for
Rogers.
Jay Bradford was outstanding on the
Subiaco defense.

In their second district tilt, the Trojans
were defeated on home .soil. The Harrison
Goblins, district champ10ns of the. seaso~
before, came .to Paris to hand Subiaco ,ts
only shutout of the season. ,
The Trojan offense couldn t seem to get
rolling and the defensive line was overpowered by Goblin line bucks. After the
dust had cleared, the Trojans were nursmg
a 19-0 deficit.
It was Don Duch and Tom Sanders who
were work hor ses on defense. Hugh Britt
aided the cause most on offense.

Frank Furstenburg
Tom Sanders

Senior -

Quarterback

One-year letterman

Senior -

Center

One-year letterman

Tom May

Senior - Guard
One-year letterman

Dwight Ruelle
Junior - L. Halfback
Two-year letterman

Don Duch
Junior - End
One-year letterman

...-.

Jerry Just
Junior - R. Halfback
One-year letterman
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Bill Poat

Junior - Tackle
One-year letterman

Joe Prohm
Junior - Fullback

Another gain at Fayetteville.
Sophomore - Gua rd
One-year letterman

Catholic High
Subiaco

35
7

The Catholic High Rockets won the annual Catholic
football classic for the first
time in nine years this season. The famed trophy was
at stake.

It looked as if the Trojans
were going to win it again
when Pete Golwas plunged
over for a Subiaco tally early
in the game. This turned out
to be the only Trojan score,
however.
For the remainder of the
game, it seemed as if the
Trojan offense was brought
to a standstill and the Rocket movement couldn't be
stopped
When the final gun sounded the Trojans were trailing
35-7.
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One-yea r letterman

Golwas tries for a first down against Russellville.

64

Subiaco

18

Russellville

13

The annual Homecoming Night festivities were made perfect by a Trojan victory.
Although the Trojans were trailing 13-0
at the end of the first quarter, they weren't
to be denied a Homecoming victory. The
turning point of the game came in the second quarter when Hugh Britt intercepted
a Cyclone pass.
Russellville fumbles also aided the Trojan cause greatly.
Starring for the Trojans were Les Pugsley and Don Duch.

Robert Zang
Senior - Guard
One-year letterman

Subiaco

20

Van Buren

20

The Trojans ended the 1957 season with
a tie with the highly favored Van Buren
Pointers.
Subiaco came from behind twice to hold
on to the Pointers. The score see-sawed until the last quarter when a forty yard pass
from Zeiler to Ruelle marked the last of the
scoring.
A last-minute thrill was furnished by
Tom Sanders, who intercepted a Van Buren
pass in the last play of the game.

Tom Atkins
Sophomore - Quarterback
One-year letterman

Leo Scott
Junior - Quarterback
One-year letterman
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David Gorrell
Sophomore - Halfback

One-year letterman

Rusty Snider

Sophomore - Tackle
One-year letterman

Johnny Zeiler, twoyear letterman, was
elected to the Alll;istrict team because
of his pin-point passing and his heads-up
defensive play. John~- ny's play throughout
'- the season was characterized by his ability and levelheadedness. He was weII deserving of the honor.

1

Another AllDistrict choice was
Bobby Cowie, hard
hitting Junior guard
Because he is a Junior, big things are expected of Bobby next
season. Bob is a oneyear letterman. Good
luck, Bobby!

Father Harold congratulates
Zeiler and Cowie on their
selection to the All-District
team.

As a result of the switch from football to basketball, there was
a change in the game, the atmosphere, the players, and there
was also a change for the better from the viewpoint of the won
and lost record for the varsity.
It looked as if the Trojans might have a bad season because
of poor showings in the first few games, but with practice they
improved, and at the end of the season the scorebook showed
they had won half of their games including two wins over their
favorite rival Catholic High.
---41-

Joe Guanella
Forward
Two-year letterman

Tom Sanders
Guard
One-year letterman

Les Pugsley
Guard
Two-year letterman

Lipsmeyer tips out to Guanella.

Regis Griesemer
Forward
One-year letterman

Clearing the bar is Tom Shannon, pole•
vaulter.
Exchanging the baton are Dwight Ruelle
and Peter Golwas, members of the relay
squad.

Straining from the starting
State champion Les Pugsley shows
blocks is Peter Golwas, one some of his championship high-jump
of the returnees from last form.
year's team.

Putting the shot is Bill
Poat, one of this season's
hopefuls in the weights.

With _promise for a successful track season, the Subiaco thinclads began workouts in fine spirits.
In his f!I'St season as track mentor, Coach Jerry Vernon is making it plain that he means to turn
out respected teams.
Meets are already scheduled at Fort Smith, Russellville, and Fayetteville. With these and others
the Trojans have a full season ahead of them.
·

Lanpher and Walker make
an exchange.

Weight man Richard Walker hurls
the discus for a good distance.

Showing his hurdling form
is Jim Wood, sophomore
trackster.

I.

Sprinter John Lanpher
springs from the blocks.
John is a member of last
year's squad.

High jumper Joe Koehler clears the
Tom Shannon succeeds in
bar in practice.
a try at pole-vaulting.

Beginning his thirtieth year as baseball
coach, R. P. Maus optimistically looks toward a successful season on the baseball
diamond.
However, the season has suffered an initial setback due to unending rain clouds
stretched over a muddy and soggy field.
A number of last year's lettermen combined with promising new talent, point toward an outstanding season.

Tom Atkins fields a hot grounder.

The team congratulates Ardemagni.

Coach Maus shows K. Wheeler how to choke up.

To be an officer of an organizatior1r-whether it be recreational, insr,irational, or beneficial-is oft en the tribute of a group to the popularity of an individual. However, to demand order as a leader and still remain approved is
qu.ite a difficult task. Although, high school organizations are not of the
highest degree of excellence, it is hoped that their leaders and members do acquire some measure of this ability to lead and continually remain respected,
namely, social and emotional maturity.

This yean; intra-mural program revolved
around the mid-winter sports of basketball,
although there was spasmodic activity, during the fall, in touch football. The basketball circuit had two divisions, a junior and
senior, both of which played a pre and post
Christmas round robin. The pre-Christmas
tournament permitted Coach Maus to
match the teams evenly for the post-Christmas title tilts. Of the eleven teams, five
junior and six senior, which participated in
these after school and supper games, Kennett's team won t he junior an d Wheeler's
the senioris. At press time, there are rumors of a spr ing soft ball program.

Activities
&

Organizations
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Sodality officers left to
right: Fr. Benedict, Sponsor;
Lester Pugsley, Vice-prefect;
George Lensing, Prefect; Joe
Koehler, Treasurer; not present is John Lanpher, Secretary.

The Sodali ty of the
Blessed Virgin, an active organization of
the Academy, met
regularly throughout
the year to improve
the spiritual environment of the school.
This year the Sodality sponsored a pilgrimage to Immac u I a t e Conception
Church, Fort Simth,
on the feast of the Immaculate Conception,
the noon rosary, the
nightly Way of the
Cross during Lent,
and the distribution
of the daily missal,
found in the pews of
church. Through this
society the student is
encouraged to lead an
exemplary life and to
sanctify himself with
the aid of his heavenly mother.

J. Haugh and M.

The Servers Organization, inaugurated
this year under the sponsorship of Fr.
Benedict, insures a continuous supply of
servers for Mass, stations, and benediction.
Weekly instructions are held for those who
wish to learn to serve.

Usher Dwight Ruelle dismisses students from Sunday
Mass.

Tom Kennett serves early
morning Mass.

The Ushers Club, reorganized during the
past school term, contributed daily to the
proper conduct and order at various religious functions. Making their debut on
Ash Wednesday, they have continued to
seat the Academy students, as well as the
parishioners, supervise the procession to
communion, and dismiss the students.
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staff with Year-Book representative for
Semco, Mr. Noel, left to right, front row : Peter
Golwas, Mr. Noel, Dennis Kennedy. Back row, left
to right : Bob Winter, John Zeiler, and Lester
Pugsley.

George Lensing, editor of the Periscope.
The Periscope is the school
newspaper. It was under the
sponsorship of Fr. David for
the first semester, with Fr.
Nicholas assuming that responsibility for the remainder of the year.

Dennis Kennedy, class editor, types out
copy for the PAX.

Leo Terbieten and Tom
Sanders, sports editors for
the Periscope prepare for the
....._ _ ...._ ..__ __. first edition of the Periscope.
The staff is composed of
members of the student body
who wish to learn more of
the art of journalism. The
Periscope strives to present
an accurate description of
Academy life and activities
which are of interest to the
students and the alumni. The
Periscope is published nine
times a year. It has a circulation of over one thousand
copies a month. The Periscope is a member of The
Catholic School Press Association, The Arkansas High
School Press Association,
and the International Quill
and Scroll.
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The PAX is the annual of Subiaco Academy. It is sponsored by the Senior Class
and is under the sponsorship of Father
Dominic. The staff tries to present a complete and rounded picture of school life.
Many hours are spent in writing, study ing
layouts, and photographing the various
subjects.

Lester Pugsley and Peter Colwas, sports
editor, look over mastersheets.

Other than those represented on this
page, the PAX had the assistance of Fr.
Felix, who photographed and pr?Ces.s~
many of the pictures contained m this
book. John Lanpher, who helped with layouts, George Lensing, Davi~ Mims, and
Williams Platz, who wrote articles on clubs,
buildings, and school life.

John Zeiler, Activity Editor, and !Job Winter, Editor of PAX, arrange table of contents.
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The Academy senior band lends an important part in the athletic and social
events of Subiaco. The band was directed
by Fr. Harold for the first semester. Frater
Hugh took over his baton after his departure. The band members play music, ranging from march~s to
concerts. The band
set the tempo for the
football season, beginning after the first
pep rally until the
last lines of the school
song, "The Orange
and Blue faded into
the cold, crisp air of
November.

The band members jump to their feet on an exciting
play by the football team.

Fr. Hugh and the Academy band line up
before the Abbey.

Fr. Harold directstheAcademy band during a pep rally.

A concert for the patients of Booneville
Sanatorium opened a new vista of entertainment for the band. The recessional
march for commencement will mark its
final appearance of the year.
Contained in the Senior Band we find
junior hopefuls. They are beginners in the
musical field. Through diligent practice and
faithful attendance they hope someday to
take their position in the Senior Band along
with those who have already made the
grade.

The Hobby Clu~ provides
a means for creative recreation during leisure ~oi~
The members engage in
mastery of leathercraft, model airplane, boat and car construction.
The Trojan _Junior ~ifl~ Clu!i~s ,:r~=
0
ganization
saf:t;.'1fis affiliated
ansh1p a'k .
Rifle
Association. Fr.
1
with. the. ~~o~structor of the club. To
omm1c JS
t been active because
date the club has no . hie being away
th
if!
were unava1 1a ,
. th
e r es
h k in Little Rock. With e
or a safety c ec
ther the club memadvent of clemetnt wthea range shooting for
rs will be ou on e
at bulls-eye.

t::!.::.~!

Tom Rotter and George Williams keep
busy with models and leathercraft.

'UJfoue
•

Fr Sebastian is the sponsor of the
Hobby Club which . he ope":,~':,?;.
afternoon and evening. The
·11f comb and cigarette cases, . bi I
folds, pocketbooks, and occas1oilie
rifle scabbards JSsuing from
leathercraft division is uncountable.

after a very
David Walters th rifle range.
successful day on e
Donnie Duch and Kirby
Wheeler labor over the motor of an airplane.

Joe Martini gained the
reputation for building tboai
that do everything bul sf' '
and Norman Manzie _or
making the most nmse with
his gas motor.

Jerome Sax laces up his
rifle scabbard.

Donald Eveld pauses after a day
of shooting.

fleue«Jlt

Clifford Endres and Gerald Schroeder assist Father Felix in
Benediction of the Most Blessed Sacrament.

The ·'S" Club consists of all _the students who have lettered in one or any of the varsity sports.
This 1s not an ac_tive club but IS to.~y an honorary society. The letters for the various sports are
granted _on the mtnns1c and extrinsic worth of an individual to a team. The persons granted this
honor this year are, front row, I. to r.: Larry Lipsmeyer, Russel Snider, Tom Atkins. Kirby Wheeler,
David Gorrell, and Joe Guanella; second row: Robbie Zang, Lester Pugsley, Joe Koehler, Frank Furstenberg, Tommy Ma;Y, Bobby Cowie; third row: Bill Maus, Dwight Ruelle, Tom Shannon, Bill Poat;
fourth row: Hugh Britt, Jay Bradford, Tom Sanders, Joe Prohm; fifth row: Donald Duch, Regis
Gnesemer, Jerry Just, Leo Scott; sixth row: John Zeiler, Richard Walker, Tony Knittig; last row:
Pete Golwas.
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Within the Academy is a special department set aside for those who wish to become Benedictine monks and priests. These boys, called scholastics, spend a portion of each day in prayer, study, work, and recreation in preparation for this, the most exalted of goals.
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Clifford Pels, Eugene Gerber, Gerald
Wewers, and Ronald Shelby dish out the
sausages for breakfast.
The Scholastics begin the day with the recitation of Prime.

After Mass comes breakfast with its various chores. A few of the boys help the
Sisters prepare the food in the kitchen
while others set the tables and serve the
food. After the meals, the tables are cleaned
and the dishes are washed.

Rising at 5:45 every _morning, they dress and assemble in study hall to say Prime and make
the1r morning med1tahon. Then they all attend Holy Mass and receive Holy Communion. A
few serve Mass on the side altars and in the infirmary.

The scholastics attend classes
with the other students, taking a
normal high school course with an
added accent on the languages, especially Latin, which is so important to a priest.

Jimmy Adams, James McNerney, and
Frank Knoedel dry dishes after breakfast.

Morning classes are followed by
dinner at 12:15 and a half hour of
recreation for most of the boys.
Classes again take the time between
one o'clock and three o'clock.

Henri Crawley, Louis Knittig, Mike Kleiss, Ray
Neumeier, William Huffer, Eugene Buss, Ed Zimmer and Louis Cancino find that Latin requires
close attention.

Billy Canino gets a lot of attention
from Tim Cannon and Jim Fetsch,
as he works on his model plane.

As music is an important factor in the liturgy of the
Church, all the scholastics take music of some kind. Some
play the piano, but most are in the band.
One of the required abilities of a seminarian is the necessary
mental attitude. Therefore, their director, Father Fin tan, keeps
vigilant eye on their progress in school by confering weekly
with each teacher, and every six weeks with each student.

Eugene Schoech, Jerome Vogelpohl, Larry Wewers, Ben Petrick, and Cecil Soerries confer in the huddle during a fall
touch football game.

There is quite a variety of things. to do here:
football, basketball, hobbies, bowhn~, _tenms,
cards, baseball, hunting, hikmg, and f1shmg! to
name a few.And there are _al_ways little odd ]Obs
to do: like scrubbing the dinmg hall every week
and helping Father Paul address and mail literature.

After such strenuous mental activity all day, the students
welcome the change and get outside for some fresh air and exercise.
Gerald Pels and Charles Herr on
a tip-off in intramurals.
Tom Turk and John Haberer address the
monthly Periscopes.

Ruben Baltz and Mark Hermes bowl in
the Abbey lanes.

Gene Buss, Mike Wilhelm, Larry Nolan, and James
Walz pass the time with cards at recreation.
Mike Lensing
and Tom Lane
hope for a big
one up at the
Abbey lakes.

Leonard A. Bauer, from
Lake Providence, La., is a
wicked quarterback in our
everyday football games._ In
addition to his Sodality,
band, and Periscope duties,
he spends as much time as
possible hunting and horseback riding, his favorite hobbies.

)

Bill Canino, "K-9" to us, is a
member of the Periscope
staff, the band, and the National Rifle Association. Bill
came to Subiaco four years
ago from Fort Smith and has
since spent a lot of time
hunting and target shooting.

Rober1 Halliburton came to
Subiaco as a freshman frorrr
Fort Smith. Hiking is one of
his favorite recreations and
he gets plenty of practice for
this as one of the "chasers."
He is also a member of the
Sodality a nd of the Periscope
staff.

Scholastics on their way to church for Benediction.
Our representative of Munday, Texas, here at school is
James L. Fetsch. Besides
playing a lot of football, he
is also in the band, the Sociality, and is on the Periscope staff. Leo, as he is often called, came to Subiaco
as a junior and is a very
jolly fellow.

Studyhall begins at 5:45 and is followed by supper. After supper the band practices until 7:30. Evening studyhall begins with the daily spiritual reading and IS
closed with recitation of the rosary in church. After a long but happy day all
retire with Father's blessing for a good night's sleep.

Father Raphael gives the night blessing.
Fr. Fintan, Scholastic Director, shows Jim Fetsch and
Bill Canino the Benedictine Office.
Clifford W. Endres, a native
of Muenster, Texas, came to
Subiaco as a junior. The
Band the Sodality, and baseball have taken most of his
extra curricular energy.

Charles K. Herr, known as
"Chuck," spends most of his
time in the worthwhile work
of expounding the glories of
Texas for those so unfortunate as to be from some other
state of the Union. From
Muenster, Texas, he too is a
member of the band, Sodality, and Periscope staff.

Gerald F. Pels also comes
from Muenster. Name anything and he likes it: football,
basketball, baseball, Latin,
piano, band. Ht is good at
them too. Gerald also is in
the Sodality and works for
the Periscope.

Benjamin J. Petrick, a threeyear letterman in band, is
also a member of the Periscope staff and the Sodality.
Football and baseball are
two of his favorite recreations. Ben is from Grand
Prairie, Texas.

Abbot Michael Lensing, O.S.B. invests Robert O'Bryan
and Buddy Lally as Oblates.

Francis Yaklin, Raymond Wewers, and
Pat Donnelly put in a full day on the north
hill side, cleaning up brush.

Eugene A. Schoech, another
Muenster, Man, is our bass
horn player in the band, and
can he ever toot that tuba.
Hiking and football are his
favorite sports and the Sodality and Periscope work
take the remainder of his
time.

Cecil M. Soerries, the laziest
chaser in the dining hall
hails from Hartman, Arkan'.
sas. Cecil is a Sodality memer, is in the band, and works
for the Periscope. He, too,
likes horseback riding.

Jerome Vogelpohl. the vicepresident of the Scholastic's
Sodality, is a good man on
your line in a football game.
He is a resident of Subiaco
and spends a lot of time
hunting and hiking, his favorite sports, in the ridges
around here.
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Joseph Brutto finishes up an assignment in the study hall.

The College men, first row, left to right: William Knoedel, Francis Yaklin, Edward
Lally, Raymond Wewers, Raymond Zimmerer. Second row: Joseph Brutto, Pat Donnelly, Patrick Allen, Richard Corbin, David Price, and Robert O'Bryan.

To the freshman, sophomore, or junior, still studying, the diploma symbolizes the _grandeur of adulthood. It is true that the peak of mental transition is
not reached 11>ith the completion of high school, how-

These are the collegemen, those who have finished the high school part of the minor seminary.
For two years they give themselves to studies
such as Latin, Greek, Philosophy, and Educational
Psychology. Under the direction of Father David,
they dedicate themselves to a balanced program
of prayer, work, study, and play.

ever, for those still striving for this coveted award,
it does manifest a degree of mental maturity, the
primary goal (p1trpose) of a high school.

Fr. David and Pat Donnelly, in the recreation room, find the latest Sports Illustrated humorous.

~,
'

Edward F. Ahne

Thomas E. Brother

David J. Cantral

Lemuel Collins

Jerome W. Brutto

'

Richard L. Cook,)

.

t

Morgan B. Bryant

Donald R. Huesgen

Gerard A. Just

Joseph F. Kearney

Robert G. Cowie

Anthony D. Kni ttig

Basi I L. Koch

John C. Lanpher

John C. Kern

Donald L. Lensing

I, •
I

Michael D Do:an

Donald J. Duch

J Haugh checks a book for D.
nedy in the library.
Stanley A. Huber

Pete Golwas gives
Fr Harold his going
away present, a
portable t y p e writer.
George W. Poat

.J

Joseph

A. Prahm

Jerome L. Sax

Alfred H. Smith

Joseph W. Renger

•

Leo R. Scott

W illiam D. Sparks

Thomas F. Rotter

__.I
Dwight L. Ruelle

T.

Atkins

Joseph

A. Beck

Ollie

T.

Benz

Jerome M. Braud

_,

I

James J. Seiter

James M. Strobel

David H . Sons

Claude N . Buckley

Richard E. Walker

Michael B. Friga

Robert F. Cordes

William J. Forst

James Geels

R Griesemer has a rapt audience of
Solly and Platz for his ping-pong game
with Al Mays.

The close of
a pep rally.
Alois F. Winterer

Willia,;_,

George J. Zei ler

David E. Gorrell

,I,
Damian A. Griesemer

...ii6

,J

Michael D. Hartnett

Robert A. Hepner

John N. Keating

John P. Koch

William M . Lawbaugh

Joseph R. Looney

Al Ired L. Mays

.

Philip D. Olsen

Hilton F. Osborne

~
John G. Kramer

Edward J. Neumeier

Patrick M . Oliver

Kirby Wheeler receives his class
books from Frater Hugh.
Dennis A . Poelvoorde

Ralph J. Rambin

David Ridgley

Robert E. Seifert

Michael T. Shannon

Daniel B. Swink

Richard Taylor

Edmund G. Reider

Russell

L. Snider

Kirby F. Wheeler

Franklin B. Solly

Leonard F. Wojcik

Bob Dcnnelly and Sanford look over
the magazines in the library.
James D. Wood

...
John C Archer

Dennis W. Avlos

V

Douglas W Avlos

John Z. Benz

Thomas J. Hanlon

Patrick M. Haugh

Gerald A. Hum

William A. Jasper

James A. Karsten

Thomas W. Kennett

Donald M . Kennett

I

Edward S. Binz

James H. Forst

Thomas H. Clarkson

William Franklin

Jerome C Donze

11&
Mickey A. Finn

..I

..a..

l

~

Freddie A . Kearney

Paul Manzie I works on his racer.

la )

David P. Garnica

••

Harold J. Hurley

Daniel P. Geels

Herbert J. Geels

John P. Koch

Jerome J. Klaeger

Ronald L. Layes

Gary E. Layton

Charles A. Lux

Louis W. Mahacek

Max J. Mobley

Michael L. Neuner

John J. Vogelpohl

Howard R. Shock

Albert F. Smith

Wil liam T Staed

Norman P. Manzie!
Gus M. Schwander

William C. O'Connor

Michael F. O'Rourke
Fr. Sebastian passes out mail to eager hands.

Archer, Schwander, and Owens examine Academy arrowhead collection.
Alan G. Ramseur

Walter L. Rehm

Larry C. Sanford
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Terry J. Stickney

Sanford and Mickey Finn play shuffle board.

6
Roger ) Ulses

James F. Walter

Abbot Michael Lensing says conventual high-mass with
the monks in attendance.
Charles G. Zang

•

Dave E. Walters

Richard W Zieske
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The faculty of Subiaco Academy is
made up of monks of the Benedictine
Order. A monk is a man who has dedicated his life to God according to the
monastic vows which he takes before
his religious superior. Abbot Michael
Lensing, president of Subiaco Academy
and the religious superior of its faculty,
is guided in his responsibility by the
rule of St. Benedct, the founder of the
Benedictine Order.
Since its establishment in 1892, New
Subiaco Abbey has been engaged_in the
education of Arkansas', Oklahoma's and
the surrounding states' youth. However, a monastery does not exist for
primarily a utilitarian purpose. It is a
way of life conceived for individuals
who wsh to dedicate their lives to the
praise and honor of God.

Fathers Raphael, Kevin, and Herbert enjoy a game of dominoes in the
recreation room.

Father
Raymond Wewers,

o.s.e.,

A.B.

Prior

Maurus Gerke,

Father
Leo Koesler,

O.S.B., A.B.

O.S.B., J.C.D.

Father
Fintan Oldham,
O.S.B., A.B.

Infinnarian

Subprior
Treasurer

Latin I and II
The monks of Subiaco cannot speak except during recreation and in connection
with their work. Recreation is held in common on the second floor of the annex. Here
you will find the monks engaged in _cards,
dominoes, l!stenmg to Hi-Fi, or catchmg up
on the news.

As prescribed by the rule, the monks file
into their choir stalls, in the basement of
the abbey church, five times each day, beginning at 4:45 a.m. There they chant the
divine office and attend the conventual
mass. Each priest-monk says his private
mass, and at least one-half-hour is devoted
to spiritual reading and meditation. How
the remainder of the day is spent depends
upon the position and office which the abbot has placed upon the monk.

Director of the Scholastics
Religion Ill

Father
Placidus Eckart
O.S.B., A.B.

Assistant Treasurer
Plane Geometry

Fr. Herbert helps Dennis Avlos and Paul
Manzie! interpret the library rules.

Father
Harold Heiman,
O.S.B., A.B.

Former Assistant Prefect

Father
David Flusche,
O.S.B., A.B.

Director of the College Men
En1;lish I

Fathers David and Bernard stand before
the near completed hall at Shoal Creek
mission which they both attended.

Father
Dominic Enz,

Father
Benedict Buergler,

O.S.B., A.B.

O.S.B., M.A.

Assistant P,efect
SponsoT of the PAX
English I , Religion I
Wort~ isto

Spiritual Director
Latin II and IV

Father
Nicholas Fuhrmann,
O.S.B., A.B.

Assistant P,efect
Sponsor of "The Periscope11
Boxing Instructor
English IV, Journalism

Father
Felix Fredeman,

Father
Brendan McGuire,

O.S.B., A.B.

O.S.B., B.S.

Religion II

Assistant lnfirmarian
Biology, General Science,
American History, Religion I

Father
Stephen Eckart,
O.S.B., A.B.

English II, Typing I

~
Father
Kevin Watkins,

Fr. Sebastian plays cards in the students
recreation hall.

Father
Gabriel Franks,
O.S.B., Ph. D.

Spanish I and II

Father
Bernard Schumacher,
O.S.B., M.A.

Latin II

Father
Sebastian Beshoner,
O.S.B., A.B.

Assistant P,efect
Di,ecto, of the Hobby Club
English III, World History

Father
Bartholomew Landwermeyer

O.S.B., A.B.

O.S.8., A.B.

Speech, Piano

Mechanical Drawing I and II
English IV, Typing II

Mr.

Father
Gerald DeBruyn,
B.A.L.T., M.A.

Chemistry

Gerald Vernon,
B.S.

Some of the monks have missions
which they attend from the abbey.
Others are engaged in running the
printing press, staffing the libraries,
directing the dining rooms, dispensing medicine to students and
monks, admnistering the school, or
teaching in the classroom. Weekends find many of the priests traveling to near-by cities and parishes to
assist the diocesan clergy in the care
of souls.
Mr.

Reynold P. Maus,
A.B.

DiTector of Athletics, Coach
World History, Bookkeeping
Business Arithmetic and Law

Photos by
Peter's Studio
Father Felix Fredman, O.S.B.
Father Robert Lazzari, O.S.B.
Father Dominic Enz, O.S.B.
The Arkansas Democrat
Clark Studios

Advertisements

Sr. Cla ra Marie and S r. Philip add 1
filling to pumpkin pie.

Printed by
Sr. Daniel and Sr. Frederica p repare
fish patt ies on Friday.

The Academy Press

F our Benedictine Sisters
staff the Abbey and Academ y kitchen. These fo ur Sisters, inconceivably, service
two dining rooms, the monastic and Academy, with almost 750 meals daily. The
time these Sisters from St.
Scholastica snatch from the
b usy chores of the kitchen
is spent in their p rivate residence located behind the Abbey. There, starting at 4:45
a.m., they say the divine office in English and hear Mass
in the chapel. Time is also
given to common recreation
and household duties. The
monotony of their service is
broken by an occasional visit
to their mother or neighboring convent.

PATRONS
ARKANSAS
ALTUS
Gazaway Liquor Store
Mr. & Mrs. Joe Eveld

We would like to thank our advertisers for generously helping us publish this book. Without their financial

FORT SMITH
Bobby Golwas
Mr. & Mrs. Peter Golwas
Rita Golwas
Woodson Grocery
Mr. & Mrs. Martin Buergler
Mr. & Mrs. P aul Wewers

aid it would have been impossible to

LITTLE ROCK
Marie Dussex
Marie Narey
NORTH LITTLE ROCK
Sgt. & Mrs. Clement Saprzewski

publish the PAX this year. Show your

l\larche

appreciation by patronizing them .

TEXAS

Miss Hattie Koscielny

GRAND PRAIRIE
Whites Store, Inc.
Muenster

Mr. & Mrs. George Gehrig
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FINKBEINER,

Mfgrs. Capital Pride Meats
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SAINT BONIFACE CHURCH
Fort Smith, Arkansas
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LENSING
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LENSING,

OF 1958
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Let Our Insurance Be Your Assurance

i

Lake Providence Bank Bldg.
Lake Providence, Louisiana
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Phone 139
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BEST WISHES TO THE
GRADUATING CLASS
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You will always find them at the Arkansas Foundry Company
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BEAUTY!

HOSPITALITY!
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In the Heart of the Southland On the Most Beautiful Lake in Dixie -

VISIT
WHITE'S MOTEL AND RESTAURANT
Where Southern Hospitality, Excellent Food and
The Year.Around Afr.Conditioned Comfort of
Completely Modern Cabins - Wall to Wall Carpeting
T. V. in Every Room - Combine to Give You

~

41
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THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY!

Stop By Today!

You'll Be Glad You Did!

i

WHITE'S MOTEL AND RESTAURANT

:t:

Lake Providence, Louisiana
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COMFORT!

CONVENIENCE!
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NATION'S

FINEST

BUILDING

MATERIALS
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All of the structural steel and ornamental iron work used in the
new St. Benedict's Church in Subiaco was furnished by

i......

f

ARKANSAS FOUNDRY CO.
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For over 49 years we have served the Great Southwest . . . supplying
the nation's finest building materials that have stood the test of time
are tops in quality and value.
Take the guess work out of building materials. You can depend on
"AFCO" for complete satisfaction.

it
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H. C. White, Owner
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IRON

STEEL

1423 East Sixth Street

BUILDING

MATERIALS

Little Rock, Arkansas
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FRED

E.

BOSWORTH

SILBERNAGEL
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❖

❖

~
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CO .,

INC .i
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:

300 Ferry St.
Insurance Agent
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Little Rock

:
Arkansas
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J. D. Narisi
Marion Narisi
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NARI SI 'S
::
Tyler, Texas
t
FINE FOODS
=
:fl
:
t
912 Garrison Ave. Fort Smith, Ark.
:
t:fl ----------------- -----------------=~
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i

Toney Jasper's

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

i

O Z A RK L I Q U O RS

van Buren, Ark.

[

illt
2203 Rogers Ave.
Operated by
:l:~
t
Fort Smith, Arkansas
BENEDICTINE SISTERS
it
:flt ----------------- -----------------=~
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Compliments of
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BRACKEN BROS. BUICK

Cathoilc Daughters of America

i

t 421 Towson Ave. Fort Smith, Ark.
Court Joan of Arc No. 482
=
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t
Phone SU-34178
Fort Smith, Arkansas
:
t ____________________________________ :
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SPAULD ING ATHLETIC GOODS COMPANY, INC.
WHOLESALE

RETAIL
All Nationally Advertised Lines

513 Center Street
Little Rock

Phone FR 2-2218
Arkansas
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~ DR. and MRS. WALTER L. REHM
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DR. and MRS. H. J. LAUSE
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Ste. Genevieve

Ste. Genevieve
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Missouri

Missouri
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PETER'S STUDIO
...
t
Fine Photographs
Kodak Refinishing
...t
t
Phone 108
t
Paris
Arkansas
t _________________
t
Process Freezing
~
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Meat, Fruit & Vegetables
aiso
Headquarters for Amana
& Deep Freeze Home Freezers

:l!

RUSSELL LOCKER PLANT

=
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ROSS MOTOR COMPANY

:Ho

500 Towson Ave.
Fort Smith
Arkansas
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Dodge

K E RW I N ' S
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Goods

Fort Smith, Arkansas
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Dewey Russell, Owner
Phone 500
Paris, Ark.
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GRIESEMER

Q U A RRY

CALVERT - McBRIDE
PRINTING

·
Printers

-

COMPANY

Route 2, Box 246
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Stat,·oners -

Office Supplies

❖

Springfield, Mo.
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Agricultural Lime & Crushed Stone
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L'th
, ograp hers
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Office Furniture

❖
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16-22 North 8th Street
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THE LEADER STORE

Fort Smith, Arkansas
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Paris, Arkansas
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DI NO S

DENNIS FREEMAN

STORE FOR MEN

TV Sales and Service

800 Central Avenue
Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas

Phone 484

i
i
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Paris
Arkansas
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SELL M EYER

B ROTH ER S

Lumber Co., Inc.
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Let Me Help You

:

With Your Building Problems
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Knobel, Arkansas
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CARL
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Rice Dryer

:
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WALTER

J. MEURER

❖

~

Telephone HO 5-5577
Real Estate Sales

Gainesville, Texas

Little Rock, Arkansas
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TEDFORD DRUG STORE
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Little Rock, Arkansas
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PARIS HARDWARE
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705 Summit Ave.

Rea! Estate Loans
Insurance

!

Phone 77
Paris

Arkansas
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compliments of th e
EAGLE REXALL DRUG CO.
!"'

POST'S WINERY

Ii:"'

:lJ

GUANELLA FAMILY

Altus, Arkansas

it

::I'"

Little Rock, Arkansas

H ospita!s, and Institutions

i
it
i

:tl'"

Asphalt Shingles and Roofing

413-415 West Capitol Ave.
Little Rock, Arkansas
Phone FR 2-6133

it
~
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601 East Second Street
Telephone 4-1251
Little Rock, Arkansas

Compliments of

ANTHONY GEORGE
Immaculate Conception Church

~

Tyler, Texas
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Complete Equipment for Hotels, Restaurants, Clubs,
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WARDROBE
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CLEANERS
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317 Maclison
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Aurora, Mo.
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LOGA N

COU N TY
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Phone 61
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Scranton, Arkansas
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Italian Foods
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16th & Rogers
Fort Smith, Arkansas
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BRYANT

PRESERVING
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Alma, Arkansas
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Lake Providence, Louisiana
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ARMBRUSTER & COMPANY

Where Your Dollar Buys More
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ALLU VI AL LANDS CO. LTD.

~

:11

"Delta Farms That Produce"

~
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"The Best Candy You Ever Tasted"
:::
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Lake Providence, Louisiana

Muenster, Texas

~

~

~

~

~

~
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"Chopt Kernels"
Emmet Hoffman
Little Rock

KARCHER'S CANDY CO.

Alvin Bell
Arkansas
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Appliances
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Ph. SU 3-5373 ffi

Fort Smith

Arkansas
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Fort Smith

~

Arkansas
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DUPLICATING SERVICE CO.
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Fort Smith
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KOEHLER'S BAKERIES
ffi
Little Rock & North Little Rock
ffi
*
Arkansas
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Candy

Woodrow Elkins
Fort Smith
Arkansas

Compliments
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Drug Sundries

313-319 Rogers Ave.

~~

:11
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Tobacco

:

~

We Give S & H Green Stamps

ffi

ffi
*
Fort Smith
Ark
:
ansas
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HOFBAUER'S
ffi
*
FOOD & LOCKER SERVICE
ffi

CO.
Jobbers

Cigarettes

Park Ave. Gulf Service Station

ELMORE'S RECORD SHOP
HANK'S RECORD BAR

CANDY

Wholesalers
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D I X I E ST O R ES
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TOBACCO
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PORTA BROTHERS
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Arkansas

Complete Letter Shop
Blue Prints
Ammonia Prints
Mimeographing
Photo Copying

~
~

Compliments of

C. B. KHAN
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J. SALEH
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Our Compliments and Best Wishes
to the Faculty and Student Body
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Fort Smith
Arkansas
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A Good Bank Since 1882
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SUBIACO LAUNDRY
B- T

SUPERMARKET

Catering to the Academy
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Subiaco, Arkansas
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AURORA, MO.
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ARTIE GREGORY
CONTRACTORS, INC.
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Little Rock, Arkansas
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:ii COMMUNITY BARBER SHOP
BR y AN ' S
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Subiaco
Arkansas
Paris
Arkansas
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Compliments of
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PAT RUSSEL
:ii IMMACULATE CONCEPTION CHURCH
~

WESTE RN AUTO ASSOC. STORE i!:

......
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Phone 383

~
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Tyler

Texas

Paris

Arkansas
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Compliments of

MEEKS NEON MFG. CO.
~

~

509 Sumner st.
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Compliments of
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Hot Springs, Ark.

ARKANSAS SURPLUS SALES
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Compliments of
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OSCAR'S BAKERY

~

Be Perspicacious

:!l
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140 Central Ave.

Hot Springs, Ark
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A . D. Fredeman

Arkansas

YANDELL WHOLESALE CO.

:::

Fort Smith, Arkansas
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Dry Goods
Drug Sundries
School Supplies

~

~

~
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compliments of
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C I T Y N A T I O N A L BA N K

it

We solicit your friendship and goodwill

::;

Member F.D.I.C.
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Color Styling for Happier Living
Phone SU. 3-8939
300 Towson
Ft. Smith, Ark.

________________
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ED'S AUTOMOTIVE SHOP
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STRAND THEATRE
SUNSET DRIVE-IN

$

::l

100 Albert Pike

:l:

=

Hot Springs, Arkansas

:iJ

Fort Smith

Arkansas

~
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Car and Tractor Repair
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Ed Pels
Muenster, Texas
:l::l:
:!i:!I
Hot Springs, Arkansas
:~---------------- ----------------"':
~ MT. VIEW SERVICE STATION
H & H OIL CO.
;
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American Petrofina Products

;

=
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Vernon Hicks, Operator

Muenster, Texas
______________________________
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COMMERCIAL BANK

i::;

Alma, Arkansas
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GRACE
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:::

Ft. Smith
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PAPER

CO .
Ark.

:l:
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________________ :t:::
~
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!

Complete Line of School and
Janitor supplies. can take

WM . KOEHLER -

i*

::l

care of all your paper needs.

802 West 22nd St.
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THE ROOFER
FR - 52916

North Little Rock, Arkansas
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:::~
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:t*

::I

RODERICK
~
:Jl REALTY & INSURANCE COMPANY

::I

Compliments of

;:: Complete Real Estate Service -

Insurance

~

:Jl Specializing in Tourist Courts

::I
::I
:E
::I~
~

& Motels,
Business of any Nature - Farms, Ranches,
Timberland in Arkansas, Oklahoma &

~~

"It's Our Country - Own a Part"

:Jl 2519 Rogers Ave.
~

Ph. SU 3-5118

::I

Fort Smith, Arkansas

~
~
~

----- -----------

~

HESS BROS.DRILLING CO.

~

::I
~

:Jl

G EM D R U G S T O R E

Albert

Arnold

Drilling Contractors -

:

Arthur

Gary

Cable Tool Service

406 Towson

COMMERCE STREET STORE

Muenster, Texas

:::

PHONES:

::l M~1{-~

fW:~:~

f¼~~~

J;~if-1

Gainesville, Texas

~

LOGAN CLEANERS
Phone 2221

::l
;::

Subiaco

Arkansas

:Jl ________________
~
;::

Compliments of

::I

SMITH CHEVROLET CO.

:Jl
~

115 North Seventh Street
3 611
Phone SUnset Fort Smith, Arkansas

:Jl

Fort Smith's Only Authorized Dealer

~

:Jl

~

~
~

~

:::

i

~
~

:t:

5
*

!l:
It
:t
:t
~

:t

ffi

Fort Smith, Arkansas
Troy McNeill, Vice-Pres. & Sec'y.

11:

ffi
*
11:
Complete Banking Service
:t
Your Business Appreciated
ffi
FIRST NATIONAL BANK AT PARIS ffi
*
Paris, Arkansas
ffi
~

~

:t:

11:
~

E
:t
:t:~
~
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~

~
~

~

~

~

~

~

~

::1

*

t:;

Fort Smith, Arkansas

Feed, Seed, Groceries

11:

~

MR. & MRS. JEROME C. DONZE

Scranton, Arkansas

:Jl

::I
::I

~

FRANK WADE GROCERY
Groceries -

Fresh Meats -

~

LAWBAU GHS STORE

ffi

Drug Sundries

11:

St. Marys, Missouri

11:
11:

:t:

Notions

Philco Appliances

~

:::

~

~

~
~

~

are saving millions.

YUTTERMAN GROCERY

::1

~

~

E

:

~

11:

~--------------- - ---------------- *

~
~

:E

Scranton, Arkansas

~

SUPERIOR FEDERAL SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION

Compliments of

General Merchandise

ffi

*

---------------- ---------------- ~
Compliments of

::I~

11:
11:

ffi

:t

~

::l

;::

:t

11:
11:

~~0

Your Savings Center, where thousands

LOGAN COUNTY CO-OP

:::

~
~ ------------------------------- *~

:::
:Jl
:::
:Jl

~
~

LOWELL JOHNSON

*

*
Fort Smith, Arkansas
ffi
*
11:
*
---------------- ***
It
PhoneHOS- 4541

~ff±±f±ffff±fff±x±f±f±±±±f±±±f±±±±± ±±±f f±±±±±±±±f±±f±±±±±±±±±±±f±±±±±f±±± ±±±±i
~
~

Phone 34

~

We Deliver

Scranton, Arkansas

~

~

~

~

~

~

~--------------- ---------------- ~:t
~
::I
Compliments
MIDWEST HARDWARE & SUPPLY :t
::I
PARIS FLOWER SHOP
Sporting Goods
:t
~
~

::I
::I
~

:Jl

~

Phone 80

924 Garrison Avenue

All kinds floral designs

Paris

Arkansas

~
~--------------~

;::

:Jl

H. A. GRIESEMER

::I
::I

Representing

:Jl

Moody Investment Co.
212 Woodruff Bldg.

;::

Springfield, Missouri

~

~

*
11:

Wholesale

Retail

ffi
---------------- ~*
~

Compliments of

11:

BISHOP JOSEPH P. LYNCH
COUNCIL NO. 3460

:t

Comprised of Catholic Men
From Grand Prairie, Arlington,
and Irving, Texas
P. O. Box 1133 Grand Prairie, Texas

~

TOFT & CO.

~

~

~

::I
~

11:
~

;
,.

:t
*
~

;::

::I

ffi

~

~
~

~

~

11:

Fort Smith, Arkansas

DEWITT OLDSMOBILE CO.

Dry Goods & Clo thing

600 Towson Avenue
Fort Smith, Arkansas

Aurora, Missouri

"A Rocket For Every Pocket"

~

~

:t
:t*
*
11:
~

~--------------- - ---------------- ~
~

~

~

~

~
~

:Jl

~
~

Compliments of

WIEDERKEHR'S WINES

ffi

BEN FRANKLIN STORE

Since 1934

:t

Paris, Arkansas

Altus, Arkansas

11:

~

~

~

::I
~

~

~

::I

:::
~

~

~

:t:
~
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:!l"'

Geel ' s Store

it

,.
.
TROJAN BOOSTERS
.itit
:!l"'
"'
.
"'"' ---------------- ---------------- ..
"'"'::1
,,.
TONY RUNSHANG
:t
:il
Machine Shop
LUTZ BROS.
"'::1
.it:1:
"'
.i
~
"'"'.,. ________________ ---------------- ...
"'
.

"'
:i"'l

Next to Sears

Subiaco, Arkansas

905 Garrison

Genera! Machine Repair Work & Welding

523 Ei~!:koct:r~a!!:-4043

MARTI NOUS
RUG COMPANY

$::1
::1
::1"'

i::1"'

SAM 'S RESTAURANT

Plumbing & Heating

2lll No. B.

Ft. Smith, Ark.

lt:t

Compliments of

su

Phone

SU. 3-9596

2-1712
2615 N. "D".
Fort Smith, Arkansas

Phone FR 4-4012
503 E. 21st St.
Little Rock, Arkansas

BRUCE - ROGERS COMPANY
Fort Smith - Rogers
Arkansas

.

:t
:t
,.

!£

It

.,. ________________ ---------------- ~

"'

:il

SUPERIOR CLEANERS

::1

1603 No. B. St.
Fort Smith
Arkansas

~

:il
"'

~-

Special here in a hurry

::1

Mrs. Mary Etzkorn

"':::.,.________________
"'

.

MRS. ROSE E. JOHNSON

:

and
DAUGHTER PAT

it

:t
::;

.:l:
________________ .:::
Hot Springs, Arkansas

,,.it

:!l
;;;

Exactly as your doctor prescribed

:il

WOOTEN'S DRUG STORE

i

:iJ

Your REXALL Store

;t

~

There is No Place Like

q:
~

~ Aurora, Mo.

Cassville, Mo.

:iJ Phone 81

Phone 47

:

in Fort Smith

"'.,.

________________

----------------

:iJ

WHITE SPOT NO. l

Compliments of

"'"'

1701
~
Rogers Ave.
LINK LIQUOR STORE
;::
Fort Smith, Arkansas
"'"'::1
Al Nolte (Owner)
North Little Rock, Arkansas
"'~fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff

it

.it.
~
,,.

:1:

.
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